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If it’s hot for you,
it’s hot for them.

FOSTERS … WE ARE
LOOKING FOR YOU
We are looking for fosters to help socialize
and give a little tender care to a rescue. Our
application is on our web site. Complete
it and send to us. Let’s talk. We feed the
rescue and take care of all medical cost at
no expense to you. You just give them care
and concern. Think about it. This might get
you a star in your crown.

Sheryl & Rich Cole – in honor or Gypsy and her 5 year anniversary
		
giving us unconditional love
Kimberly & Dean Bauman – in memory of Juneau
Betty Johnson – in memory of Sophie, Jasper, Dustin, Taska, Nickie,
Angel and Mortimer, my fur babies
Janet Schrage – in honor of my beloved, Bailey, who came to us 11
years ago and filled our life
Penny & Sara – in memory of Tori – always in our heart
Elizabeth Harding & Keith O’Connell - in memory of Baby
Barbara & Ken Brewer - in memory of Mouse
Mike Pohl - in honor of all the CARE babies waiting for a forever home

Barbara & Kenneth Long – in honor of Ellen Miller
Jennifer & Jason Davis - in honor of Myla our 12 year old companion
Sylvai & Martin Cauley – in memory of Muffin
Richard H. Bonney – in memory of Zac, Sam, Sadie & Lucky
Dorothea M. Walsh – in memory of Miss Kitty
Susan and James Marsters – in memory of Ashley Marsters
Julia T. Dolnick – in honor of Kate and Greg Dolnick
Sharon & Ralph Ott – in memory of Maggie Mac
Diane Hart – in honor of Mary Jan Marshall
Sylvia & Martin Cauley – in memory of my Shihtzus
Mary Zell - in honor of Pinky

PIGS ARE LIKE DOGS,

only smarter!

If you have never been in a pig slaughter house, then you have
never seen HELL! Pigs, these intelligent, inquisitive animals have
complex social bonds and unique personalities – all buried and
ignored beneath the lies, misunderstanding, and the myths that
are associated with ‘being a pig.’

This is the truth. Pigs are considered one of the smartest animals
in the world and they’re incredibly playful. In fact, they’re pretty
much just like the dogs many of us care and love in our homes
(though pigs are actually smarter!) – Yet they’re confined, tortured,
and slaughtered for food. Since they are so intelligent that means
they know they are in a slaughter house, they can smell the blood,
the death; hear the screaming of pigs that are being killed and
sometimes not completely dead before they are cut by the butchers. They are intelligent enough to know where they are, the fear,
stress, and screams for help. I have had one gentleman say to me,
‘you cannot imagine the horror, abuse going on in a pig slaughterhouse until you work there. The first day you throw up constantly
at the death and how they die, knowing what is coming.’ When he
told me he had tears in his eyes. He couldn’t hold them back. I
suddenly became ill and wanted to vomit myself.
Here’s a comparison of what life should look like for pigs – versus
the reality of conditions on factory farms;
*In nature: Pigs are extremely clean and meticulous about their
surroundings. They love to wallow in mud as a means of cooling
off, but choose separate locations to urinate and defecate.
* On farms: Pigs are forced to live in their own filth, in overcrowded, stressful conditions. Day in and day out, they breath in noxious
gas from waste matter and suffocating amounts of dust and dander.
*In nature: Pigs are social animals, and often sleep huddled in
groups. They show physical affection, can recognize each other,
and have a variety of sounds for interacting.

*On farms: Pigs are
crammed into stalls with
thousands of other pigs,
with no opportunity for
natural interaction. Mother pigs used for breeding are immobilized in gestation crates,
unable to even turn around.
*In nature: Pigs get extensive exercise, spending most of their
day engaged in grazing, rooting, walking and nest making
activities.
*On farms: Pigs are crammed into small enclosures in order to
maximize profits. There is no enrichment or exercise, and many
engage in unnatural behaviors due to psychological distress.
*In nature: Mother pigs form close bonds with their piglets, and
even have a special grunt to tell them when it’s time to eat. And
they stay together for months.
*On farms: Mother pigs are frequently confined in gestation
crates during their pregnancy and moved in equally restricted
farrowing crates when the piglets are born. Within two weeks,
the piglets will have their tails cut off, teeth and ears clipped
and males will be castrated – all without pain relief. And then
they’ll be taken away from their mother.
I have tried to eliminate pork from my diet. I have lost 40 lbs. so
my body likes my decision. I know everyone cannot become a
vegetarian.
But pigs deserve better – and we as a thinking ‘animal’ can do
better. Be a hero and do good for yourself and the pigs who
can’t tell you their story. The pigs will know your decision by
less death in their families. They are smart enough to figure
that out on their own.
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Anyone who has served the
public has had that encounter
with a client that would have
been funny if it wasn’t for the
earnest questions. Let’s examine
the patience many service
employees must display while
holding their laughter. Spring is here, let’s examine the working
day of the nursery employee and the public they serve.

– Written by an unknown Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, from the
Therapy Dog inc, News Magazine.

PASS IT
FORWARD
After reading our newsletter please
pass it to someone who may want to
help save a homeless animal. The more
supporters we gain the easier it is for us
to save lives.

Thanks!

COMING EVENTS
Fall Trivia
Nov 4, 2017

Save
The
Date

Look for more information in the
next newsletter and on our web site.

www.caretakersnetwork.net
Watch our web site for announcements
on our next event and Trivia night.
If you can’t join us please pass along to
friends who love animals and would like
to come and play with us.

I’m just
sayin . . .
Leaving your Legacy
to the

Animals

Your thoughtful remembrance of
CARE in your will or trust can be
a testament to your continuing
compassion and love for animals.
Your gift is a meaningful way to
help support our “NO Kill ‘shelter.
Many animals could be saved by
the foresight to plan with CARE for the future. Your name
will always be remembered by your last request to help CARE.

THAT LITTLE
ENVELOPE…

Your
stamp
is
appreciated.

C.A.R.E.

Coalition for Animal Rescue & Education
P.O. BOX 2203
Hillsboro, MO 63050-8203

Your
p
stam
is
ated.

I hope that someday they can understand that it’s not “just
a dog”, but the thing that gives me humanity and keeps me
from being “just a man or woman.”
So the next time you hear the phrase “just a dog” just
smile…. Because they “just don’t understand.”

Customer: “When is the last spring frost in our area?”
Employee: “For your area, April 25th is listed as the last frost date.”
Customer: “What time on April 25?”

appreci

So for me and folks like me, it’s not “just a dog” but an
embodiment of all the hopes and dreams of the future, the
fond memories of the past and the pure joy of the moment.
“Just a dog” brings out what’s good in me and diverts my
thoughts away from myself and worries of the day.

Customer: “I ordered a flat of hellebores from you, and when
I opened the box today,
they were dead. I want my money back.”
Employee: “When did you receive them?”
Customer: “About six weeks ago.”

2203
BOX
8203
P.O.
63050ro, MO

Many hours have passed and my only company was “just a
dog,” but I did not once feel slighted.
Some of my saddest moments have been brought about
by “just a dog,” and in those days of darkness, the gentle
touch of “just a dog” gave me comfort and reason to
overcome the day.
If you, too, think it’s “just a dog,” then you will probably
understand phrases like “just a friend,” “just a sunrise,” or
“just a promise.”
“Just a dog” brings into my life the very essence of
friendship, trust, and pure unbridled joy.
“Just a dog” brings out the compassion and patience that
make me a better person.
Because of “just a dog”, I will rise early, take long walks and
look longingly to the future.

A slightly cynical clerk was asked how you tell a male holly
from a female.
Clerk: “Oh, just look under the leaves….”

An

Working Womens Survival Show

St. Charles hosted the Working Women’s Survival Show in
February and it is unusual for a rescue or shelter to attend,
but we were there. A great opportunity to meet hundreds
of shoppers, tell the CARE story, pass out information
and Carre Coker had the opportunity to show off her
book of Pumpkin, her adopted cat. We met visitors who
had adopted from CARE and many visitors who had lost
their furry companion and was still grieving at the loss.
CARE listened to family companion stories, cried when
families told of their loss, laughed at ridiculous stories
and gave all that was interested our story on rescues and
shelters. I want to thank Carre and Jan Satterfield who
attended with me. They made everyone want to talk to us
and some were interested in future adoptions. The show
was a success and you would have been proud of our
attendance because we were a success as well.

From time to time, people
tell me, “lighten up, it’s just
a dog,” or, “that’s a lot of
money for just a dog.”
They don’t understand the
distance traveled, the time
spent, or the costs involved
for “just a dog.”
Some of my proudest
moments have come about
with “just a dog.”

.Ee. & Education
C.Aima.R
l Rescu

CARE attends the

WORKING TO
SERVE OTHERS

Hillsbo

What a personality and Dot matched her every step of the
way. We all lost a ‘free spirit’ when Sophie left us. She’ll be
waiting for Dot at the bridge. I hope I am there to watch the
reunion. It will be all happiness and joy. You only get lucky
once in your life and these two shared the luck.

Just A Dog

ion for

These two were soul mates. They shared the same
emotions, the same laughter, played together and had one
argument a day. Now, Dorothy Sutherland is the lady who
flew from New York to adopt a little Brussels Griffon who
came from a puppy mill and was not real fond of people.
But Dorothy adopted her, took her back to New York and
they spent the last eleven years together, until Sophie’s
bad heart took her away. What a pair !!!!. Dot would call
me and tell me the latest escapade from Sophie. We both
would laugh and I would think to myself “what a wonderful
family” and I am so glad CARE assisted in this adoption.
We lost Sophie a few weeks back and Dot made a point
to call me so I could pass on the message to all of CARE.
Dot and I cried on the phone unable to talk about Sophie’s
pushed in nose and her determination to go where ever the
path took her.

Coalit

Dorothy and Sophie

Our Newsletter is our most expensive
printing but also a great tool in keeping our supporters and
their friends and family informed of our progress and needs.
Please consider supporting our cause by using our little reply
envelope to help cover printing and mailing cost as well as
provide for our boys and girls waiting for their forever-home.
Your kindness allows us to save the lives of lost souls who only
want to belong and be loved. We thank you in advance. You
have never disappointed us.

Moooove Over Milk!
Why substitute dairy milk with plant milk?
Because no cow had to suffer to produce
delicious plant based milk.
Dairy cows live a miserable life. Artificially inseminated on
what dairy farmers call “the rape rack”, dairy cows gestate
for the same 9 months we humans do, only to have their
babies snatched away shortly after birth. All animals have
the instinct to protect and nourish their young and mother
cows and their newborns suffer terribly for being separated.
The young female calves will become dairy cows like their
mothers, pumped full of hormones to grow huge udders.
Male calves are sold to the veal industry, one of the cruelest
businesses around. When a dairy cow becomes worn out
by constant pregnancies and milking, she is slaughtered to
enter the human and pet food supply.
Plant based milk can have all the needed nutition plus
more. Read your label on Almond Milk. You will find in most
cases there is more protein, zero suger, 50% more calcium,
up to 32 mg of Omega-3 plus Vitamin D and Iron in the
plant based milk. There are many benefits to consuming a
plant based milk. Do some research…you will see.
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How Much Is Too Much?
I would do anything to relieve my best furry friend of their pain or extend their life. This is not even a “guilt thing” with me.
I love them, trust them, they have reciprocated with unconditional love no matter how stupid were some of my decisions.
They depend on me to make the right decision for all of us and this has given me a high bench mark to meet during this
stressful time. But that day always comes when your buddy is sick and needs care to relieve the pain or give them more
time for life. Everything rest on your decision that affects all.
Sometimes when we are placed in a ‘box’ and the only relief is the next step; we make ‘foolish’ decisions. And that
decision lays on us like a ‘ton of guilt.’ Just give the doctor your credit card and everything will be fine. I have transferred
my guilt to the doctor. The effort to save my dog is his responsibility. Everything will be fine?
Let’s exam this scenario and potential future decisions. Let’s give this first step a number when we ask the vet ‘to save
our dog’. Let’s make it simple number like $200 and the doctor even tells you “this may not make the pain go away.” But I
don’t care, here is my credit card - just do something for me – or should it really be for my dog?
The vet’s solution only gives my dog a small window of reprieve from pain. I asked the vet for the next step to stop the
pain. This time the cost is $500 and again, the relieve is short lived. My dog is on a yoyo of feeling well for a week and
then the pain, lethargic behavior, reduced appetite is back. My dog looks at me with sad eyes and I don’t care what it
cost. Save my dog, please. This time the treatment is $1000 and only last a few days with returning pain to my dog.
Finally the vet and I talk and there is no next step. We have reached the end. To put all this effort into numbers it has cost
$1700, constant pain returning to my pet and now I am at that line in the sand that says you must make a final decision.
I make that final decision and my beloved animal is gone. Weeks, months later I talk to the vet, or a friend or I finally
have that serious talk with myself. I should have NEVER taken step one to save my dog for MY BENEFIT. It was wrong for
me to try to extend a life that had reached an end and it was painful for my dog to be on a ‘roller coaster’ of up and down
wellness.
I should have been courageous and made the decision we all knew was on the horizon. Money is not going to save my
beloved pet. I have to let it go. I have to ‘Leave it.’
How much is too much? How much pain can you put your best friend through for your and their benefit. Sometimes we
have to bite our lip and seriously make an immediate decision that will be good for both of us. That ultimate decision
stops my guilt, stops using the vets time, spending money that will not buy another life time. The absolute decision will
give my best friend the peace they need because it is time. It is time for us both. My pet will get the best of it because he
will cross the bridge but I will be left behind with tears, questioning could I have done more, how could I have relieved the
pain and now I am alone without my beautiful companion. Get that out of your head. You had to make a decision that
was hurtful but in the long run, your drastic decision reduced the pain and sorrow for you both. Now, when you go to the
bridge, your friend will be there waiting for you. Think of the happiness when you see your beloved again. And think of
this. Your beautiful friends’ memory is buried in the warmest safest place you could find for him. Your pet’s life, memories,
is buried in your heart.

Euthanasia and

How to say Goodbye.

I will try to summarize an article to Dr Fox and his
compassionate guidance to one of his fans on when the
time comes to help your furry friends over the rainbow
bridge. I cannot give his reply adequate attention, but my
article will give you a short summary of what he said.
‘Vets have given compassionate advice to those who have
made that sad decision to let their beloved animals go;
the last act to relieve their pain impeding their lives. That
advice is: be with your beloved pet when they receive that
last shot, talking to them as you have always expressed
your love for them, caressing their tired bodies and being
by their side to reduce the stress of doctors, different
smells, and the tension surrounding them. Be there for
them so they have a familiar presence that can reduce the
strangeness of the room and the different smells. Stroke
them, hug them, and talk to them in the same loving
tones you have used for years to help them through this

GO FUND ME ACCOUNT

I started a Go fund account to replace the barn roof. I
explained in the narrative that every time I come up with a
plan to replace the roof an emergency happens to delay my
effort. Well, on April 20 the AC went out on the Big Kennel
and Lobby. But a wonderful kind supporter who loves
animals stepped forward and will cover the $6000 expense
replacing the new AC. Now that is wonderful. But here is
the Go Fund Me link to still support our efforts to repair the
barn roof.The link below will get you there. Maintaining a
‘Brick and Mortar’ location is not as glamorous as saving
lives, but it is a necessity.
LINK: gofundme.com/save-my-shelter-barn
Thank you in advance for any help you can give us.

My… how times have changed.

1983

2017

troubling time.
To be there during this sad time, giving encouragement and
loving touches to your pet is challenging to the owner who
already feels guilty on having to make the life and death
decision. Dr. Fox even recommends taking the deceased
body home so the other animals can smell, touch their
companion. The remaining animals in your family should
have the opportunity to grieve for their friend.
Grieving can be just as emotional and deep for your other
pets as for your final act of helping your beloved friend over
the bridge. Your final gift is giving them a last comforting
touch before they go. That touch will help you also.

What we have once enjoyed
we can never lose.
All that we love deeply,
becomes a part of us.
–Helen Keller

365

“There should be more than one
day for Thanksgiving.”
BLESS MY GARDEN
Oh stranger, as you pass this way
A blessing on my house I pray.
And if you have a chance,
I beg your pardon,
Please while you’re at it
Bless my garden.
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ARE YOU GUILTY of
BLACK DOG SYNDROME?
“Black dog syndrome” is a catchy name for the phenomenon in which dark-coated
dogs are overlooked in shelters in favor of lighter-colored dogs.

Cheap Shots

But why might black dogs be overlooked in the shelter? There are several common
hypotheses:
• They don’t stick out: Dark coats in poorly-lit shelter enclosures can mean
adopters don’t notice black dogs.
• They’re hard to photograph (beautiful eyes can get lost in a lustrous black coat). Bad pictures can mean fewer
clicks on black dogs’ online adoption profiles, and fewer in –person adoption inquiries.
• Their dark faces make it harder to read their facial expressions, and people want to feel they have an
immediate emotional connection to their shelter dog.
• Their dark hair may show up more on furniture if they shed, and some people just can’t handle the mess.
• Black dogs are sometimes associated with darkness and bad omens in pop culture (remember the Grim in
Harry Potter), which might make some people more hesitant to take on home.

I bet you can’t do this with
your tougue.

Who needs a day spa when you can fit in
your water dish.

The same response is given to ‘black kittens’ as black dogs. They are the last to be held, hugged, scratched and adopted.
Studies have been conducted and it is determined that color is not the deciding factor in adoption. O.K!!! Then why are
black dogs the last to leave a shelter if they are ‘ever given a chance to leave.’
Black dogs are adopted, but the question isn’t if they will be adopted, but when. Light colored dogs are adopted in two
days. The black dog can stay in that shelter for two weeks if not euthanized because of a longer stay. If you are considering
adopting a dog yourself, remember: a dog of any color can fit your lifestyle. Don’t overlook that dark-coated beauty waiting
in the shadows. You may be overlooking your new best friend.

TOP 10 REASONS TO
ADOPT A BLACK DOG
10.
9.
		

Black dogs are easy to find in the snow.

Black dogs make you appear thinner.

7.

Black dogs excel at night time games of hide & seek.

6.

Black dogs never look dirty.

4.

Don’t laugh.
I know I look funny when I dance.

Black dogs look presentable on any formal occasion.
Black is a combination of every color in the spectrum, so
you actually have a dog who is blue, green, red, etc.

2.
		

Black dog hair is invisible when stuck to your good black
wool coat.

		
		

So we’re going shopping and
not to the vet, right?

Black goes with everything & always coordinated with
your outfit.

3.
		

1.

Nothing like a fine piece of
jewlery.

Black dogs absorb heat – perfect for cuddling on a cold
winter day/night.

8.

5.
		

I hope you think I’m your bed
and not your litter pan!

reason to adopt a black dog…
A black dog is just as loving, loyal and trustworthy as a
white, brown or yellow dog!

It’s the latest from Christian Dior.
So chic!

Ah, I love those days when you can be lazy
and let everything air out.

